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Manuscript of "Should the Wide World Roll Away," 1894.
From the Stephen Crane Papers, George Arents Research Library.
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The Modernity of Stephen Crane's
Poetry: A Centennial Tribute
by Walter Sutton

A hundred years have passed since the birth of Stephen Crane and
eighty since his casual stay at Syracuse University, where he was better
known as a baseball enthusiast than as a writer of high promise. Yet his
writings in prose and poetry, beginning with Maggie: A Girl of the Streets
(1893) and The Red Badge of Courage (1895) and continuing through the
brief career that ended with his tragic death in 1900, retain a distinctive
contemporaneity, a vitality and freshness that have resisted the passage of
years. This quality is more evident, perhaps, in his poetry, which until lately
has been neglected by critics.
In the free verse poems that appeared during his lifetime in Black
Riders (1895) and War Is Kind (1899), Crane looked forward to the theory
and practice of Imagism, which, under the leadership of Ezra Pound and T. E.
Hulme, emerged during the decade of the First World War as a movement that
shaped the revolution in modern poetry. In their conciseness, intensity,
imagistic power, and rhythmical freedom, Crane's poems of the nineties
anticipated the specifications set forth in the famous "tenets" of Imagism
published in Harriet Monroe's Poetry: A Magazine of Verse in March, 1913:
I. Direct treatment of the "thing," whether subjective or
objective.

II. To use absolutely no word that does not contribute to the
presentation.
III. As regarding rhythm: to compose in sequence of the musical
phrase, not in sequence of the metronome.
As a nineteenth-century writer of free or experimental poetry, Crane was
preceded only by Walt Whitman (1819-1892) and Emily Dickinson
(1830-1886). But his poems are at once more radical in form and modern in
outlook than those of either of these forerunners.
Dr. Sutton is a professor of English at Syracuse University and a member of
the Editorial Board of The Courier.
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In their brevity and metaphoric originality, many of Crane's poems are
like those of Emily Dickinson, whose posthumously published work was
brought to his attention by William Dean Howells. But Crane wrote in free
rather than measured verse, and some of his poems, especially those
employing syntactical parallelism as a formal device, are more reminiscent of
Whitman's. An example for comparison and contrast is the title poem of War
Is Kind, which celebrates ironically the relief from suffering provided by
death. The theme recalls the passage in "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard
Bloom'd" in which Whitman looks back on the "debris of all the slain soldiers
of the war" and sees that they, unlike the living, have been freed from
suffering. Like Whitman, Crane employs parallel structure as a basic
organizing device. His verse is typically more economical and compressed,
however, as in his opening stanza (see reproduction):
Do not weep, maiden, for war is kind,
Because your lover threw wild hands toward the sky
And the affrighted steed ran on alone,
Do not weep.
War is kind!

(PSC, p. 81)1

Unlike Whitman, whose pantheistic faith provided an optimistic view of
death, Crane treats the subject with a distinctively modern irony:
Swift blazing flag of the regiment,
Eagle with crest of red and gold,
These men were born to drill and die.
Point out for them the virtue of slaughter,
Make plain to them the excellence of killing
And a field where a thousand corpses lie.

(PSC, p. 81)

For Crane, as for Whitman, death provides an escape from the tension
of existence. But for Crane, the escape is not a return to the immortal sea of
spirit, in the romantic sense, but a descent into the void precipitated by man's
murderousI}ess. Crane's irony drives home a sardonic moral condemnation of
war lacking in Whitman, who, buoyed by his cosmic optimism, was capable of
saying, "What blurt is this about virtue and about vice."
The sense of the void or the abyss that is a part of the modern writer's
contemplation of a meaningless universe encourages irony, but it does not, in
Crane's view, justify cynicism. There is rather, in his poetry as in his prose
(The Red Badge, The Open Boat), a persistent reminder of man's moral
responsibilities and an affirmation of the values of brotherhood and human
love in an indifferent world. Perhaps the most concentrated expression of this
1 With one exception the text of the quotations provided here is that of The Poems of
Stephen Crane, ed. Joseph Katz (New York, 1966). In the text of "Should the wide
world roll away ...," I have observed the punctuation of the manuscript in the Syracuse
University Library rather than that of the printed version cited, which follows the text
of the fllst edition of The Black Riders (1895).
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First page of "War Is Kind," in the first edition of the volume of Crane
poems bearing the same title (New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co., 1899).
From the Rare Book Department, George Arents Research Library.
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view appears, without irony, in the brief love poem "Should the wide world
roll away ..." (see reproduction):
Should the wide world roll away
Leaving black terror
Limitless night,
Nor God, nor man, nor place to stand
Would be to me essential
If thou and thy white arms were there
And the fall to doom a long way.

(PSC, p. 12)

The neglect or perversion of values provides the subject of a number of
satiric poems which often reveal a flair for the kind of paradox favored by a
later generation of writers. In one of these:
A newspaper is a collection of half-injustices
Which, bawled by boys from mile to mile,
Spreads its curious opinion
To a million merciful and sneering men,
While families cuddle the joys of the fireside
When spurred by tale of dire lone agoriy.
A newspaper is a court
Where every. one is kindly and unfairly tried
By a squalor of honest men....

(PSC, p. 93)

Even more remarkable for its indignant irony and novel imagery is the
poem which begins:
The impact of a dollar upon the heart
Smiles warm red light
Sweeping from the hearth rosily upon the white table,
With the hanging cool velvet shadows
Moving softly upon the door.
The synaesthetic effect of the imagery suits a society corrupted by
materialism, in which the "outcry of old beauty" is "whored by pimping
merchants." The conclusion moves toward an unusual and peculiarly modern
use of the image of "hats" to point up the precedence of superficialities over
social ideals among a people enslaved by greed:
Silly rich peasants stamp the carpets of men,
Dead men who dreamed fragrance and light
Into their woof, their lives;
The rug of an honest bear
Under the foot of a cryptic slave
Who speaks always of baubles,
Forgetting place, multitude, work and state,
Champing and mouthing of hats
6

Making ratful squeak of hats,
Hats.

(PSC, p. 101)

In the temper and technique of poems like these, Stephen Crane was in
advance of his age. But the inventive genius that he displayed in the poetic
Sahara of late-nineteenth-century America was not to find proper soil for
growth and flowering until the beginnings of the modern revolution in the
arts.
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In Search of Nevil Shute

by Julian Smith
Because it contains much unpublished autobiographical material and
early or variant drafts of his published fiction, the Nevil Shute Norway
manuscript collection on microfilm at Syracuse University offers an unusually
fine chance to study in depth a popular writer who brought pleasure to
millions of readers through a career spanning three decades. 1
The essence of "Nevil Shute" is found most properly through his
novels, not his life; therefore, the major emphasis here is on his fiction. But as
his fiction grew out of his experiences and interests in a way not common
among popular writers, a brief guide to his life is necessary for understanding
his work.
Young Nevil is first seen through the eyes of his own mother, who
described some of his adventures during the Irish troubles of 1916 in a series
of letters published under her married name, "Mrs. Hamilton Norway": The
Sinn Fein Rebellion As I Saw It (London: Smith, Elder and Company, 1916).
Shute described his own life up to 1938, when he turned from engineering to
writing as a full time career, in Slide Rule: The Autobiography of an Engineer
(1954), the manuscript of which contains a number of interesting deletions.
Shute's life as an aeronautical engineer was devoted chiefly to an
ill-fated airship venture between 1924 and 1930 and to founding and running
a successful aircraft corporation from 1931 to 1938. After Slide Rule, a basic
study of the first period is James Leasor's The Millionth Chance: The Story
of the R 101 (New York: Reynal and Company, 1957); H. A. Taylor's
Dr. Smith is a professor of English at Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York, and
author of a critical biography of Nevil Shute Norway, to be published by the
Twayne English Authors Series in 1972. His bibliographic article traces, in
roughly chronological order, his sources for the biography.
1 In addition to the microfIlm, the University Library has reproductions on paper of the
Shute manuscripts.
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Airspeed Aircraft Since 1931 (London: Putnam, 1970) covers the second
period. Neither book has much to say about Shute, but both are handy in
documenting his professional surroundings.
Shute's experiences in the second world war are glimpsed briefly in
Edward Terrell's Admiralty Brief" The Story ofInventions That Contributed
to Victory in the Battle of the A tlantic (London: Harrap, 1958) and much
more fully in Gerald Pawle's The Secret War (New York: W. Sloan Associates,
1957), for which Shute wrote a foreword in addition to giving Pawle a long
memoir with the invitation to incorporate it into his book as he wished. But
the best sources are the fifteen unpublished articles he wrote for the Ministry
of Information in 1944 and 1945 dealing with his travels in England in the
spring before the Normandy Invasion and in Burma as the war in Europe
ended. The most interesting of these articles is the twelve thousand word
account of his "Journey In To Normandy" with the invasion fleet.
In 1948-1949 Shute flew to Australia and back in his own plane, a trip
described in his unpublished flight log and in the book written by his
companion on the trip, James Riddell (Flight of Fancy (New York: Duell,
Sloane and Pearce, 1951] , with an introduction by Shute).
Shortly before he died, Shute sent the Prime Minister of Australia a
long Memorandum about Creative Writers, Artists, and Composers in
Australia. This unpublished document contains the fullest statement of
Shute's literary and artistic credo as well as a summary of his financial
rewards as a writer. Also of interest to the student of the popular novelist's
craft are a series of notes for lectures and speeches supplied to me by Mrs.
Heather Norway Mayfield, Shute's older daughter; copies of these I have
passed on to Syracuse University for inclusion in its Shute collection.
Eventually the letters I have received from Shute's friends and
colleagues and copies of Shute's letters now in my possession will be
deposited at Syracuse as well. The richest source of letters are the files of
William Heinemann Ltd., Shute's English publishers. Included in these are
many letters containing lengthy quotations from Shute's correspondence with
his agents, A. P. Watt & Son; unfortunately, the agents did not preserve their
Shute letters, and the Heinemann files date back only to the mid-1940's.
William Morrow and Company, Shute's American publishers, have very few
Shute letters in their files, but they do have a comprehensive collection of
review and interview clippings and a massive amount of intra-office
correspondence detailing the mechanics of promoting and merchandizing a
best-selling author.
Nevil Shute is mentioned more frequently in histories of British
aviation than by literary historians. Criticism of his fiction is limited almost
entirely to reviews, the best of which appeared in the New York Times, the
Times Literary Supplement, the New York Herald Tribune, and in the
Saturday Review, which put him on the cover of three issues. In general, his
reception by reviewers was more enthusiastic in America than in his native
9

England. There is only one important article on Shute, David Martin's "The
Mind that Conceived On the Beach," Meanjin, 19 (June 1960), 193-200.
William Buchan's general introduction to the Heron edition of his work is a
helpful survey of Shute's career. A compendium of helpful or significant
reviews, articles, and interviews can be drawn from the notes and references
at the end of my book on Shute.
Though Nevil Shute often claimed that he wrote nothing but novels, he
did write a number of unpublished short stories that are by and large out of
the mainstream of his important fiction: "Knightly Vigil," "Tudor
Windows," "Piuro," "Before the Mail," and "In the Uttermost Parts of the
Sea." In addition, he published and quickly forgot one long short story or
novella: "Air Circus," Blackwood's Magazine, October 1937, pp. 433-72.
Also published in Blackwood's was the factual "The Airship Venture," May
1933, pp. 599-627, later incorporated into Slide Rule. Under his real name,
Norway, he published two speculative pieces: "Heavier-than-air Craft" in Sir
Charles Dennistoun Burney's The World, the Air and the Future (London:
Knopf, 1929), pp. 259-90, and a pamphlet on The Future Population of

Nevil Shute Norway as a student at Ballol College, Oxford.
Courtesy of Heather Norway Mayfield.
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Australia prepared for the Australian Citizenship Convention (Canberra,
1959).
His published fiction consists of twenty-three novels and one filmscript.
They are listed here in order of composition, with their sources suggested and
indications,· where possible, of the significance of the manuscript collection at
Syracuse University to an understanding of the finished works. Unless
otherwise noted, the books were first published by Morrow in this country
and by Heinemann in England; all of the novels are presently available from
Heinemann in hardcover, and most are available in this country in paperback.
Stephen Morris and Pilotage. These two apprentice novels were written
in 1923 and 1924 respectively and were shelved after being rej ected by many
publishers. After Shute's death, they were heavily edited by the elimination
of many philosophical passages and published jointly under the title Stephen
Morris in 1961. Thus the manuscripts, not the published versions, show
Shute's true intention.
Marazan (London: Cassell, 1926). No extant manuscript.
So Disdained (Cassell, 1928). Also published in America as The
Mysterious Aviator (Boston: Houghton, 1928). No extant manuscript.
Lonely Road (Cassell, 1932). No extant manuscript.
Ruined City (1938). Published in America as Kindling. The first Shute
novel not to share common characters and plot lines with the five earlier
books, it is his first really mature novel and the first of the books published
during his life for which we have a manuscript. Hereafter, there is at least one
complete manuscript draft available for each novel.
What Happened to the Corbetts (1939). American title: Ordeal. The
Heinemann Uniform Edition contains Shute's own explanation of how this
novel came to be written.
An Old Captivity (1940). The manuscript first draft contains an
introductory letter by the narrator, later deleted, which explains that the
story has been assembled as a psychiatric case study. In "The Young
Captives," Wings: The Literary Guild Magazine, March 1940, pp. 5-8, Shute
acknowledges his large debt to Fridtjof Nansen's In Northern Mists (New
York: Frederick A. Stokes, 1911) as both inspiration and source material for
the Viking episodes.
Landfall (1940). An interesting feature of the manuscript is that the
author's footnote that appears at the bottom of page 135 on the Morrow
edition is included as part of the main narrative in the manuscript-that is,
almost as though Shute had been speaking directly in his own voice as
narrator. The chief character in this novel and other characters also appear in
The Lame Ducks Fly, the first chapter of an abandoned novel.
Pied Piper (1942). This is the first manuscript accompanied by
elaborate working notes. All later manuscripts are preceded by such notes,
generally in pencil on small scraps of paper.
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Pastoral (1944). Shute's attempt to adapt this novel as a film (see series
I, item 8 in Dr. Applegate's inventory, following) throws light back on the
novel.
Most Secret (1945). Completed in August 1942, this novel was
withheld from publication by admiralty censors. Pawle's The Secret War,
cited above, documents military, administrative, and technical problems
similar to those in the novel, thus suggesting the novel has some basis in fact
and that the narrator is a thinly disguised self portrait.
Vinland the Good (1946). An adaptation for film and expansion of the
Viking episodes in An Old Captivity. This script, that for Pastoral, and his
adaptation of a J. M. Barrie story (see series III, item 1) indicate Shute was
trying to learn filmwriting right after the war.
The Chequer Board (1947). The background for this novel is to be
found chiefly in the Burmese articles in the Ministry of Information series
and to a lesser extent in Walter White's account of race relations in the armed
forces, A Rising Wind (Garden City: Doubleday, 1945). See also Shute on
"What Went into The Chequer Board," Wings: The Literary Guild Review,
April 1947, pp. 6-7.
No Highway (1948). Shute's 1929 article on "Heavier-than-air Craft" in
Burney's The World, The Air and the Future, Burney's book itself, and
Shute's early civil aviation fiction and experience all provide general
background for this novel. The most specific technical influence on the novel
was the metal fatigue research of Sir Alfred Pugsley in the early and mid
1940's.
A Town Like Alice (1950). Published in America as The Legacy. The
genesis of this novel can be seen very easily in the flight log of Shute's trip to
Australia, which may explain why he was able to write the novel in only three
and a half months.
Round the Bend (1951). Shute's own favorite among his novels, this
mystical story invites comparison with Somerset Maugham's The Razor's
Edge (1944), a copy of which Shute owned but which he probably did not
read until after he wrote Round the Bend. Immediate sources for the novel
are to be found in the flight log and to a lesser extent in the Burmese articles.
The Far Country (1952).
In the Wet (1953). Traces of Shute's political and social thinking
concerning the future of Australia and the Commonwealth are to be found in
the collection of speech and lecture notes referred to above and in Shute's
pamphlet on The Future Population of Australia. The dating on the
manuscript indicates Shute began the novel well before the death of King
George in February 1952 and that it was not written, as some have charged,
to take advantage of the interest in Elizabeth II's coronation.
Requiem for a Wren (1955). American title: The Breaking Wave. The
manuscript collection contains enough sources for a major study of how a
novel grows in a prolific writer's mind over the period of a decade. Incidents
12

in several of the pre-Normandy Ministry of Information articles led to the
abortive novel, Blind Understanding (series I, item 7), which was itself an
attempt to capitalize on abandoned themes and relationships of the
unpublished novella The Seafarers (series I, item 6).
Beyond the Black Stump (1956). Correspondence accompanying the
manuscript details some of the Australian background for this novel. Some of
the American background has been supplied to me by Mrs. C. L. Gilstrap,
whose letters will eventually be deposited at Syracuse. Though Beyond the
Black Stump is by most standards a veFy minor production, it seems worth
considering as a "spin-off' of interests that would result in On the Beach.
On The Beach (1957). Shute's most famous and influential novel; the
extensive manuscript notes are particularly worthy of study.
The Rainbow and the Rose (1960). The adulterous relationship at the
heart of this novel is obviously based upon the affair alluded to on page 68 of
the American edition of Slide Rule. The central character takes his name
from a children's book written by Shute's grandmother, Georgina Norway
(Adventures ofJohnnie Pascoe [London: J. Nisbet & Co., 1889]).
Trustee from the Toolroom (1961). The starting point for this sea
adventure is probably the experience of Shute's friend Miles Smeeton, whose
Once Is Enough (New York: Norton, 1959) contains a foreword by Shute
and a letter from him speculating on "what might happen to a yacht
overtaken by an exceptional sea while running."
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Preliminary Calendar of the Nevil Shute
Norway Manuscripts Microfilm
by Howard L. Applegate
In 1971 Syracuse University Library made an agreement with the
National Library of Australia, whereby the National Library microfilmed the
complete manuscript collection of Nevil Shute Norway's papers in its
possession and sent the microfilm to the Arents Library of Syracuse
University. Syracuse makes this film available to responsible scholars with the
understanding that users of the microfilm will cite the National Library of
Australia as the repository owning the original manuscripts and will make all
references to the numbering identification system prepared by the National
Library. Scholars should also note the Arents Library of Syracuse University
as the North and South American repository for the microfilm.
This project is particularly important because it represents all of Shute's
manuscripts and correspondence that have been preserved, except small
groups which remain in private hands, the latter being primarily two-way
correspondence with Shute. For manuscripts on which there are two dates,
that on page one is usually the date the draft was started and the date on the
last page indicates when the manuscript of the first draft was finished. Shute's
letters to publishers and agents indicate that finished manuscripts were not
submitted until months after last date.

Series I: Unpublished Manuscripts.
1. Incident at Eucla: 30 page typescript, dated November 15, 1959,
numerous author's holograph additions and corrections, being the first two
and a half chapters of the novel Shute was writing at the time of his death.
Accompanied by an eight-page manuscript of the author's notes outlining the
scope, plot development and characterization of the novel. This novel, also
called Nativity at Eucla, was to have been about the Second Coming in the
form of a baby born at an abandoned Australian telegraph station.

Dr. Applegate is now Director of the Balch Institute in Philadelphia.
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2. Short stories, articles and fragments.
2a. Tudor Windows: 11 page typescript, dated about 1923. A
fantasy about a Tudor house. This is Shute's first example of metempsychosis, used subsequently in An Old Captivity, In the Wet and Rainbow
and the Rose.
2b. Down the Humber in a Motor Cruiser: 8 page typescript, dated
about 1923. A travel sketch based on personal experiences.
2c. Knightly Vigil: 12 page typescript, dated about 1923. An
aviation tale.
2d. No. 1 The Square Petersfield: 4 page typescript, dated about
1923, with author's holograph corrections. This mysterious item is either a
genealogical sketch or a parody.
2e. Piuro: 15 page typescript, dated about 1923, with author's
holograph annotations. This story describes the reaction of people in a small
Italian pastoral town to the possibility of an impending earthquake.
2f. In the Uttermost Parts of the Sea: 15 page typescript, dated
about 1923, with some author's holograph additions and corrections. An
aviation tale.
2g. Before the Mail: 25 page typescript, dated about 1923, with
numerous author's holograph additions and corrections. A novella of
romantic intrigue.
2h. The Lame Ducks Fly: one page manuscript, undated, being a list
of distances travelled by two flights of military aircraft from Singapore to
England.
3. Ministry of Information.
3a. The Second Front: a series of 6 short articles about the men,
weapons, military engineering and plans relating to Channel Defense and
D-Day operations, comprising 63 typescript pages, 4 illustrations and 16
manuscript pages. The series was designed to strengthen civili<:tn morale.
3b. Beach Assault: 16 page typescript, noted as third article in the
Second Front series, but entirely different from article 3 in item I 3a.
3c. Tank Landing Craft: 11 page typescript, noted as fifth article in
the Second Front series, but entirely different from article 5 in item I 3a.
3d. Journey In To Normandy: 40 page typescript, undated. A war
story.
4. Ministry of Information.
4a. Correspondence: 7 letters and 2 telegrams dated May 20-June
11, 1945, exchanged between Shute and the government relative to his series
of articles, a total of 10 pages.
4b. Calcutta!: 10 page typescript with some author's additions and
corrections accompanied by two illustrations and one typescript letter dated
1 As Shute kept asking Grafton Greene to assign titles and left all these pieces untitled, it
should be made clear that the titles given here were ascribed by the bibliographer for the
purpose of identification and are not Shute's.
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April 30, 1945 to the Ministry. Calcutta is the story of British Sergeant
"Round-the-Bend" Allen and his reaction to the war in Burma and the
feelings of the common soldier towards Japan.
4c. Akyab: 12 page typescript accompanied by typescript letter
dated May 3, 1945 to the Ministry. Akyab is the account of the British
preparations for the attack on Japanese held Rangoon, Burma.
4d. Maundingoo: 14 page typescript, accompanied by 1 page
typescript letter dated May 12, 1945 to the Ministry. This article, probably
the best of the series, is a description of Burmese civil affairs and provides an
insight into the Burmese character.
4e. Rangoon: 13 page typescript, with several author's additions
and corrections, accompanied by typescript letter dated May 17, 1945 to the
Ministry. This article describes in detail the city of Rangoon immediately
after British occupation.
4f. Irrawaddy: 12 page typescript accompanied by typescript letter
dated May 29, 1945 to the Ministry. Continues the account of Burma as the
battlefield between Japan and Britain with particular reference to the
Irrawaddy Delta.
4g. Kyaukpya: 13 page typescript accompanied by 1 page typescript letter dated June 24, 19.45 to the Ministry. In this sketch, Shute
describes the difficulties of operating aircraft in Burma and the effects of the
monsoon season on both the Burmese people and the military effort.
5. The Lame Ducks Fly: 20 page typescript, undated, with some
author's holograph additions and corrections. This appears to be a draft of
the first chapter of the novel. Shute began this novel before Landfall and this
manuscript includes some of the characters in Landfall. See also item I 2h.
6a. The Seafarers: 52 page typescript, undated, with author's holograph corrections and additions. This novella written in the 1945 -47 period
deals with some of the themes and incidents later found in Requiem for a
Wren.
6b. The Seafarers: 118 page typescript, undated, being a later version
of item I 6a.
7. Blind Understanding: 123 page typescript, dated March 8, 1948,
with some author's holograph corrections and additions. This short unfinished novel, set in postwar 1949 England, describes in flashbacks the war
experiences and postwar experiences of a Wren. Parts of this manuscript were
used without change in Requiem for a Wren.
8. Pastoral: 90 page typescript, undated, of proposed film script with
the following author's note on the first page, "My original, as sent to Carol
Reid," who is named as producer and director. There is also an 88 page
typescript revision of Shute's version dated January 25, 1945. This is
accompanied by a 10 page typescript memorandum written by Ian M.
Dalrymple commenting on the revised draft of the proposed film script.
16

Shute has marked Dalrymple's sheets extensively in the left margin with his
approvals, "O.K.," or disagreements, "No," with extensive comments in some
cases.

Series II: Published Materials.
1. Ruined City: 162 page typescript, undated, with many author's
holograph additions and corrections accompanied by 4 holograph pages of
notes for the typist, consisting of general instructions, name changes and
additions to the text.
2a. An Old Captivity: 211 page typescript, undated, with some
author's holograph notations. Later revision of item II 2b.
2b. An Old Captivity: 187 page typescript, undated, with many
author's holograph changes in the text.

3. Landfall: A Channel Story: 164 page typescript, undated, with
numerous author's holograph additions and corrections. The title page is
labelled A Channel Story.
4. Pied Piper: 179 page typescript, dated "July 1Oth," with numerous
author's holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied by 2 pages of
typescript and holograph notes for the typist, including general instructions,
corrections, insertions on various pages and name changes.
5. Pastoral: 174 page typescript, dated "September 7th" on page 174
and "March 10th" on title page, with numerous author's holograph additions
and corrections. Accompanied by 21 page manuscript of author's notes on
names, characterization, plot development and chronology and three manuscript pages of notes for the typist.
6. Airship Venture: 29 page typescript, undated. The account of the
development of the airship RI00 and the RIal disaster.
7. The Other Side: 217 page typescript, dated "August 1942" on page
217 and "October 15th" on page 1, of novel published under the title Most
Secret, with some author's holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied by 6 page manuscript containing author's notes for possible titles,
characterization and plot development and 5 manuscript pages of notes for
the typist, labelled "Confidential," being mostly long textual changes or
additions. The manuscript at this time still had not received security clearance
from the Admiralty censors.
8a. Vinland the Good: 58 page typescript, undated, with numerous
author's holograph additions and corrections, prepared for film treatment.
8b. Vinland the Good: 91 page typescript, undated, being a later
revision of item II 8a, prepared as a mmscript. Accompanied by two
holograph pages of author's research notes and two holograph pages of typing
instructions.
17

9. The Chequer Board: 196 page typescript, dated September 20, 1945
on page 1 and February 28, 1946 on page 196, with many author's holograph
additions and corrections. Accompanied by 7 page manuscript of author's
notes and ideas and incomplete 46 page typescript titled The Guided Feet,
being earlier versions of several sections of the novel.
lOa. No Highway: incomplete typescript, dated October 27, 1946 on
page 1, with title The Mental Flight.
lOb. No Highway: 202 page typescript, undated, with numerous
author's holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied by 7 page
manuscript being author's notes on research for and development of the
novel.
11. A Town Like Alice: 206 page typescript, dated March 27, 1949 on
page 1 and July 6, 1949 on page 205, with numerous author's holograph
additions and corrections. Accompanied by 17 page manuscript of author's
notes on titles, plot development, characterization and setting.

Lt. Cdr. Nevil Shute Norway RNVR. Courtesy of Heather Norway Mayfield,
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12. Round the Bend: 231 page typescript, dated October 19, 1949, on
page 1 and May 13, 1950 on page 231, with numerous author's holograph
additions and corrections. Accompanied by 22 page manuscript of author's
notes on plot and character development and 3 page undated holograph letter
from "Marcus" describing symptoms of and treatment for leukemia and the
suggestion that Shute kill the character by this disease.
13. The Far Country: 202 page typescript, dated July 31,1951 on page
202, with numerous author's holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied by 15 page manuscript of autho~'s notes on plot, setting and character
development.
14a. In the Wet: incomplete first draft typescript, dated November 25,
1951, with many author's holograph marginal notes and insertions.
14b. In the Wet: 194 page typescript, dated May 25, 1952 on page 194,
with numerous author's holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied
by 28 page manuscript of author's notes on titles, political theory, plot and
character development, chronology, background research and with 3 important maps drawn by the author.
15. Requiem for a Wren: 148 page typescript, dated November 1, 1953
on page 1, with numerous author's holograph additions and corrections,
originally titled No Friend of Roses~ Accompanied by 8 page manuscript of
author's notes on setting, general history, titles, plot and characters with 2
typescript letters from others containing information about Seattle.
16a. Slide Rule: 130 page typescript, undated, with numerous author's
holograph additions and corrections. Accompanied by 7 page manuscript of
author's autobiographical notes and a list of possible titles.
16b. Slide Rule: incomplete undated typescript of first draft of the
autobiography.
17. Beyond the Black Stump: 152 page typescript, undated, with
author's holograph corrections and additions. Accompanied by 7 page
manuscript of author's notes. The original names successively for this novel
were The Dry Hole and The Kindest Goanna. Accompanied also by
incomplete draft of the novel, a 13 page typescript being notes on American
speech and syntax for The Kindest Goanna written by John Willey on
September 15, 1955 and several typescript letters.
18. On the Beach: 151 page typescript, undated, with numerous
author's holograph additions and corrections. Attached is the incomplete first
draft typescript, dated March 13, 1956 on page 1 and September 23, 1956 on
page 151. Accompanied also by 12 page manuscript being author's notes on
titles, setting, plot and character developments and technological background,
and 1 page typescript letter of author to Maj. Gen. Kingsley Norris, dated
October 5, 1956 with notes and 4 published articles by Norris and a series of
clippings Shute removed from The Aeroplane.
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19. The Rainbow and the Rose: 148 page typescript, dated November 7,
1957 on page 148, with some author's holograph additions and corrections.
Accompanied by: 1) 6 page manuscript of author's notes, 2) incomplete
earlier typescript dated February 28, 1957, 3) printed technical riote re
Sopwith planes and 4) 4 page holograph letter from Harry A. Rigby about
Sopwith Camel planes.

20a. Trustee From the Toolroom: 163 page typescript, dated November
16, 1958, extensively revised by the author.
20b. Trustee From The Toolroom: 163 page typescript, undated, same
exactly as item II 20a with no revisions, except that the title page reads The
Concrete Keel. Accompanied by 13 page manuscript being author's complete
original notes for book with printed maps.
21. Air Circus: 57 page typescript, undated, with some author's
holograph corrections. An aviation love story.
22. Pilotage: 174 page typescript, dated January 30, 1924 on page 1 and
April 14, 1924 on page 174. Accompanied by 15 letters, chiefly correspondence between Shute and prospective publishers, all dated 1924. Published
posthumously with item II 23 under the title Stephen Mo"is.
23. Stephen Mo"is: 217 page typescript, undated but probably written
in 1923 as the accompanying 11 letters between Shute and prospective
publishers are all dated 1923. Published posthumously.
24. Overture: 151 page typescript, undated, with numerous author's
holograph additions and corrections, published under the title What Happened to the Corbetts (Ordeal).

Series III: Other Manuscripts
1. Farewell Miss Julie Logan: (by J. M. Barrie with dialogue treatment
by Nevil Shute). 90 page typescript, undated, accompanied by 4 page
manuscript of dialogue editor's notes.
2. Farewell Miss Julie Logan: (Filmscript by Nevil Shute) 105 page
typescript with numerous author's holograph additions and corrections.
3. A Memorandum about Creative Writers, Artists, and Composers in
Australia: 50 page typescript of report submitted to Prime Minister Menzies
on October 20, 1959.
4. Flight Log from England to Australia: 196 page typescript covering
events from September 22, 1948 to March 14, 1949, typed from letters sent
home by Shute over the course of the trip, with omission of personal and
family data. The marginal notes except for the drawing on page 22 were made
by a later reader.
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Harriet Whitney Frishmuth, American
Sculptor
Sculptor Harriet Whitney Frishmuth, in her 91 st year, was awarded
the Silver Medal of the National Sculpture Society for her bronze "Laughing
Waters," exhibited in the Society's 38th Annual Exhibition in New York,
April 1971. Over a fifty-year period before her retirement in 1953, memorials,
portrait busts, fountains and decorative bronzes have been created by Miss
Frishmuth, winning for her such awards as the Helen Foster Barnett prize,
1915; the National Arts Club gold medal, 1921; the Watrous gold medal at
the National Academy of Design, 1922; the Julia A. Shaw memorial prize,
1923; the American Garden Club gold medal, 1928; and the Irving T. Bush
prize, 1928. In 1966 her bronze, "Sweet Grapes," won the first award of the
Council of American Artist Societies.
In 1964 Miss Frishmuth graciously presented her papers to Syracuse
University for perpetual care, making them available for research by reputable
scholars. The collection consists of professional correspondence, photographs
of works, scrapbooks, memorabilia and plaster casts. Also in the collection is
a series of tape recordings made in 1964 by Miss Frishmuth, in which she
informally reminisces about he·r life and work and provides descriptions and
comments relative to a few of her outstanding sculptures. Gleanings from the
Syracuse tapes, with Miss Frishmuth's own comments on the pictured works,
have been brought together by Miss Ruth Talcott, companion-secretary to
Miss Frishmuth, and appear below.
Hartiet Frishmuth was born in Philadelphia on September 17, 1880. At
an early age she was taken to Europe by her mother, with her two older
sisters, Dora and Bertha. For six years they lived and attended school in Paris
during the winters and spent the ~ummers in Switzerland. Two years of
school in Dresden followed, then the family returned to the United States to
Miss Frishmuth is now retired and living at Heritage Village, Southbury,

Connecticut. The article was taken almost entirely from Miss Frishmuth's
tape recordings in the Frishmuth Collection. However, the editor is most
grateful to Miss Ruth Talcott, companion and secretary to Miss Frishmuth,
for editing the material where necessary and adding some details not
mentioned by Miss Frishmuth on the tapes.
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live with Harriet's grandmother in Mt. Airy, Pennsylvania. After the marriage
of Harriet's elder sister, Bertha, Mrs. Frishmuth took her two younger
daughters back to Dresden. Dora soon returned to Philadelphia, while Harriet
and her mother went on to Vienna. From there they started for Italy,
expecting to spend a winter in Rome, but Mrs. Frishmuth became ill and they
decided to return to Switzerland where they knew a very fine doctor.
Miss Frishmuth says, "While there (Switzerland) I met a Mrs. Hinton
who was a sculptor's wife and I think she was a sculptor herself. She came up
to me one evening and said, 'What do you do? You look as though you ought
to play the violin.' I laughed and said, 'I don't know one tune from another
but I always had a yearning to model but have never had a chance to try it.'
She replied, 'Come on up to my room. I have some plasteline and we'll see
what you can do with it.' So I went up to her room and she handed me a
lump of plasteline and I started playing with it and modeled from memory a
relief of my mother who was downstairs in bed. Mrs. Hinton was very
encouraging and decided to give me lessons. We wrote to Italy for some
plasteline and I started a bust of my mother built up on a bottle. It turned
out to be quite like her. I was very enthusiastic.
"When my mother was better we returned to Paris and lived for three
or four years in a pension on rue Valette near the Pantheon. There were
young architects, painters, students at the Beaux Arts. We had a very good
time on very little money. One of the young architects was Carl Collins who
later was called 'America's greatest Gothic architect.' He was responsible for
the buildings at the University of Chicago, The Cloisters and Riverside Church
in New York.
"Mother and I inquired about various art schools but as I was barely
nineteen she did not want me in a mixed class. The only women's class I
could find was Rodin's and there I landed. The master came into class about
twice a week and judged our work by pulling out what he considered the best
piece. At the end of the first month he took mine out front and praised it
mightily. He asked me if I understood him and I replied 'yes' and ran home
across the Luxembourg gardens and threw my hat at my mother. Rodin had
said to be sure and cast the piece in plaster but we had no money for such
things and I thought 'if my first piece is so good, my second will be
wonderful.' It took me two years to get over that praise and realize I knew
next to nothing!" Although her time with Rodin was brief, Miss Frishmuth
pays tribute to his influence and speaks of two things particularly that he
taught her and which she incorporated so brilliantly in her work. "First,
always look at the silhouette of a subject and be guided by it; second,
remember that movement is the transition from one attitude to another. It is
a bit of what was and a bit of what is to be."
In Paris Miss Frishmuth studied also under Gauquier and Injalbert, then
worked for two years in Berlin as an assistant to Professor Cuno von
Euchtritz. Back home, she studied with Hermon MacNeil and Gutzon
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Borglum at the Art Students League where the young sculptor won the St.
Gaudens prize. It was Borglum finally who sent her away to "establish your
own studio, your own expression, you've studied enough!" She continued to
help Borglum and also worked with Karl Bitter in Weehauken, New Jersey,
for a year. She also dissected once a week for two years at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons in New York.
Miss Frishmuth's first studio was on the fourth floor of the home of her
uncle, Dr. T. Passmore Berens, with whom she and her mother lived in New
York. In 1913 Miss Frishmuth and her-mother bought No.6 Sniffen Court; it
was there that Harriet Frishmuth's career came to fruition and the lovely,
vital figures for which she became renowned were created.
Miss Frishmuth tells the story of her most notable model, Desha, who
was a famous dancer. "Desha was sent to me by Miss Frances Grimes, a
sculptor whose work I admired. It was in 1916 that Desha knocked at my
studio door in Sniffen Court and asked if I could use her. I liked her attitude
right away but I didn't have any time just then. I took her name and address
and told her I would let her know when I could work her in. When we had
finished our little chat she went out skipping, half dancing and singing
through the courtyard to the street. That was the beginning of a very pleasant
relationship between Desha and me. She posed for me for years and is the
model in ninety per cent of my more important work. At first I used her for
my class of five or six pupils. Then one week I had her pose just for me and as
neither of us knew exactly what we wanted I put a record on the victrola. It
was L 'Extase by Scriabin. Desha started dancing and one pose intrigued me. I
carried it out and called the finished bronze 'Extase' after the music.!
"This work started a long series of interesting things that I did from
Desha; poses and figures that we had an awfully good time doing. I called one
of my small bronzes 'Desha' for it was so like her, gay and vital and full of
joie de vivre, and a companion piece I called 'Allegra.' Then there was 'The
Dancers' where she posed with one of Pavlova's partners, Leon Barte, who
had gorgeous physique. I used to tell Desha stories while she posed. I
remember telling her the story of David Copperfield and also <?f A Tale of
Two Cities. She would be so interested she would forget and stand and watch
me. At first, when she posed for the back I had a great time because she kept
turning around to watch me model. I would say 'Turn and let me have the
back view.' One day I solved the problem by putting up a large mirror where
she could see herself. During rest periods, instead of sitting down quietly, she
used to take all kinds of poses and make faces at herself and other amusing
things~ One day she said, 'Look, Miss Frishmuth, don't I look drunk?' I
looked and she had a pose that was fascinating. The bronze from it is called
'Wild Grapes' for it is a bacchante. It is a limited edition of three: one in The
Hermitage, Mrs. Sloan's home in Norfolk, Virginia, now a museum; one in the
1 It is interesting to note that John Cranko of the Stuttgart Ballet choreographed a ballet
for Margot Fonteyn during the past winter using the same music.
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collection of Mr. Charles N. Aronson, Arcade, New York; and one in my own
collection.
"Desha was an unusually interesting model and simply perfect for my
work. She could take exactly the same pose from one day to another with no
variation. This is a remarkable quality in a model and especially valuable for
me in creating dancing figures. While working for me, she met and became the
partner of Jean Delteil, whose stage name is Myrio. After a year or so she
married him and the wedding reception was held in my studio. She has had a
fascinating life, danced all over the world, and lived in France during the
German occupation in World War II. She and her husband have a lovely home
in the south of France and for years she has taught and directed her own
dancing schooL"
Miss Frishmuth moved from Philadelphia to New York and back during
her career. Finally she moved to Connecticut where she injured her arm and
should~r and was forced to retire. At present she is living in Heritage Village,
Southbury, Connecticut with a friend, Ruth Talcott, whom she describes as
invaluable to her in the roles of friend and secretary. Miss Talcott, says Miss
Frishmuth, has "kept my work going since I am no longer able to arrange for
the showing and sale of my bronzes."
Miss Frishmuth believes that the trend in taste is again toward the
traditional and classical in art. She finds there is a distinct renascence of
interest in her own work these past fifteen years. "It is so easy to do the ugly
and distort beauty. Eccentricity and caprice are no substitute for style and
mastery in modeling. Beauty is everywhere in this world, it always has been.
Maybe today eyes have not been trained to see for if the artist has an
appreciation and understanding of nature, he cannot go far afield from truth
and beauty which are the pillars of great art."
Miss Frishmuth concludes her tape recordings with the following: "On
the 17th of September, 1964, my 84th birthday, I received a letter from
Syracuse University which was a big surprise and a wonderful present. The
University said it wanted very much to have all my plasters, photographs,
sketches, newspaper clippings, fan mail and anything that pertained to my
work and life. The material was to be put in their library in perpetual care.
This thrilled me no end and I was very much honored. I am more than
delighted to accept their invitation to establish a Harriet Whitney Frishmuth
collection at Syracuse.,,2
Miss Frishmuth is an academician of The National Academy of Design,
a Fellow of the National Sculpture Society, a Life Member of The National
Arts Club, a member of the Architectural League, the Municipal Arts Society,
Catherine Lorillard Wolfe Art Club and a life member of the Festival of Arts
in Laguna Beach.
The comments accompanying the photographs are for the most part
from Miss Frishmuth's tape recording.
2 Miss Frishmuth's private collection of bronzes has been willed to the Chrysler Museum,
Norfolk, Va.
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Call of the Sea

Bottom of casting to top of hand 46", pedestal front to back 20";
Edition of 18. Brookgreen Gardens, South Carolina;
Canajoharie Art Gallery, Canajoharie, New York.
This fountain was designed for the edge of a swimming pool. At the
other end of the pool was Edward McCartan's "Pan" and I felt that my
youngster was calling to Pan to "come over-come on in." The idea of the
whole thing produced a feeling of calling, the way the ocean has always called
to me. The model who posed for the bronze was a charming little girl, a ballet
student. She grew into a lovely young lady and posed for my "Play Days" a
few years later.
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The Vine

Large size overall 7'2". Awarded the Julia A. Shaw Memorial prize at the
National Academy, 1923. Edition of five. Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York; Los Angeles Museum of Art, California; University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, and private collections. Small size, 12". Edition 350, 1921.
One of the most popular small bronzes by an American sculptor.
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The Vine

The small Vine originated in my studio in a class I had. There were six
pupils and Desha took the pose for them. It intrigued me very .much so I
started modeling along with the girls. I thought it would be a good thing for
them to see me working a little bit too! So as I worked along with them I
said, "I'm going to put my figure up on her toes and then I'm going to bend
her back further, get a little more action into it, and I think I'll put some
grapevines in her hands because it's ~xactly the composition I've seen so
many times passing the vineyards along the Hudson." The little Vine was
successful and sold from the very beginning.
The large size originated in a very interesting way. I was on the Council
of the National Sculpture Society and at a meeting we were discussing the
possibility-really the necessity-of having a large exhibition of sculpturAe. We
talked over all aspects and finally one member spoke up and said, "There are
twenty of us here. If we each promise to make a life size figure, we could
have the nucleus of an interesting show." So it was decided we would, but
then the question arose, who would finance the exhibition and where? I don't
know exactly how it came about but Archer Milton Huntington heard of the
project and volunteered to fmance it which was a wonderful thing for all of
us. On the jury to select the sculpture was Anna Hyatt and it was during this
time she met Mr. Huntington and a delightful romance followed. 3 For my
part I made the small Vine life size and had a wonderful time doing it, except
in life size she bent backward so far that I had to model the face upside
down, which wasn't easy to accomplish. After this show I sent the bronze to
the National Academy of Design exhibition where it won the Julia A. Shaw
Memorial Prize for the finest piece of work done by an American woman. It
was from this show that the Institute of Architects bought the first casting
and presented it to the Los Angeles Museum.
The Vine was very nicely placed in the Metropolitan Museum in New
York and when World War II came along it was sent to a large estate on the
Philadelphia Main Line for safe keeping. After the war it was returned to the
Metropolitan but avant garde had taken over the art world and it was lodged
three floors below the street. There it stayed until Mr. Robert Moses,
President of the New York World's Fair Corporation 1964-65, had it placed
at the Fair. It caused a great deal of comment and I've had many letters from
people who enjoyed it. It was then on view in the American Wing of the
Metropolitan and I understand it is to be permanently placed in a new gallery
that is to be devoted to American sculpture.
3 The George
Arents Research Library at Syracuse University holds substantial
collections of the papers of both Archer Milton Huntington and Anna Hyatt Huntington.
Archer Huntington was the son of Arabella, second wife of Collis P. Huntington, about
whom an article appeared in the iast issue of The Courier.
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Portrait of Desha

Life size, unique.
This is the model who posed for ninety per cent of the decorative
figures I have made. When she married, I gave her a bronze casting of this
portrait bust which she now has in her home at Bergerac in the Dordognne.
Syracuse University has the plaster cast and this piece is, of course, unique,
there being just the one casting for Desha.
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Peter Pan

Length 26" by 20~". Edition of 6.
A cousin of mine whom I never met always wanted one of my pieces.
After her d'eath, her husband, Dr. Craig, came to the studio and asked me if I
could make a Peter Pan to place between her grave and his in Laurel Hill
Cemetery, Philadelphia, as she had an affinity for Peter Pan and hated being
"grown up." I told the little boy who posed for the piece the story of Peter
Pan and said to him, "If you were out in the dark, in the woods, and you
looked up at the stars for the very first time, what position would you take?"
He looked at me with his eyes bright and said, "I'd take this pose" and sat
right down on the model table in the pose of my Peter Pan.
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President Wilson

This was the most important portrait bust for which I ever received a
commission. It was a very interesting experience all the way through. The
person who wasJesponsible for my getting the commission was a patient of
my uncle, Dr. T. Passmore Berens of New York. She had seen the portrait
that I had made of my uncle and told the Committee of Selection for the
Wilson commission that she would fInance the whole thing if Miss Frishmuth
were given the work. They agreed. This necessitated my going to Washington
to see Mrs. Wilson and she showed me all the portraits of President Wilson
and permitted me to take photographs as well as his death mask back to my
studio in New York. I had literally several hundred photographs and the
interesting part, the difficult part, too, was that they were either threequarters or one profile, I think it was the right side, but no profile of the left
side of his face. When Mrs. Wilson saw my portrait for the fIrst time she was
moved to tears. But the Committee gave me considerable trouble. They didn't
like the way I had finished the cloak or the base; they didn't say anything
about the likeness, they left that to Mrs. Wilson, but they thought the base
and cloak too fussy. So I changed and simplifIed it considerably and then
they came after me and said, "Why did you change the coat?" I told them,
"Because you asked me to!" In one of their meetings one member had said,
"Harriet Frishmuth is a good sculptor, she can do decorative figures, but she
can't do a portrait." So to satisfy himself and the Committee he came up
from Washington to see the portrait as it was being cut in marble over on
Staten Island. As soon as he saw it he had no more criticisms and there was
no more trouble and the portrait was finished and erected in the Hall of
Presidents at Richmond, Virginia. It is in marble and the plaster cast is in the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington.
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President Woodrow Wilson

Life size, unique.
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Joy of the Waters

Large size 5'4". Edition of 65. Atlanta, Georgia; Chrysler Museum, Norfolk,
Virginia; Botanical Gardens, S1. Paul, Minnesota; Collection of Charles N.
Aronson, Arcade, New York. Small size 45". Edition of 45. Museum of
Fine Arts, Dayton, Ohio; John Herron Museum of Art,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
This bronze was the result of a lull in commissions. "Desha, what would
you do if you were standing barefoot on a rock and a little cold ripple hit
your foot?" "Ooh, this," and the Joy was on its way.
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Slavonic Dancer

13". Edition of 1O. The Metropolitan Museum of New York; Wadsworth
Athenaeum, Hartford, Connecticut; and collection of
Charles N. Aronson, Arcade, New York.
Leon Barte posed for this piece. I had used his beautiful dancer's figure
in other work and wanted to do a male dancing figure. He took this pose,
among others, and I liked it. It was not a commission, it was just something I
wanted to do.
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New York Academy of Medicine Medal

One side-I can't remember the name of the old Greek fellow who was
the father of medicine but it's supposed to be his portrait-and I have living,
growing laurels surrounding him. The other side is the figure of Nature
removing her veil before Science. That turned out very well. The model who
posed had a lovely figure.
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The Christ

Life size, unique.
Mr. John K. Mullen, Denver, Colorado, commissioned this figure which
was emotionally the most taxing piece I ever did. Mr. Mullen had very
definite ideas and I wasn't able to do it exactly the way I wanted but I tried
to get the strength of the Man and in the pose I tried to convey His desire for
the world to be quiet and listen to His teaching. I asked that it be mounted
on a very simple, modest pedestal so that the figure, I hoped, might carry its
message. Years after Mr. Mullen's death a dealer in Denver sent me a snapshot
of the memorial and I was shocked. It had been mounted before an
overpowering marble background and the whole simplicity and the message
of the figure is completely spoiled for me.
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The Management of a University
Library: The 1970's
by Roger H. McDonough

I t must be confessed that for many years I was fairly envious of my
academic library colleagues who appeared to be happily and safely ensconced
behind ivied walls, seemingly secure from the trials and tribulations that all
too frequently plague those of us who live at the heart of the political scene
in the fifty state capitals. This, of course, was before the academic scene
erupted a few years back and our colleges and universities were shaken to
their very foundations. Things have quieted down a good deal, but it is quite
possible that the groves of academe may never be serene again, at least in our
time.
It was flattering, in a peculiar sort of way, that the library was so
frequently the focal point of attack on the part of the student activists. But if
occupied buildings, damaged catalogs, bomb scares and other acts plagued the
libraries, these matters were, in most instances, comparatively unimportant
compared with the very real, ongoing, daily problems with which librarians
are confronted in learning how to cope with more students, greater demands,
increased costs and hold-the-line budgets.
Henry S. Commager of Amherst College points out in The Library
College Journal (Fall 1970) that "A library inevitably reflects its supporting
society": hence Denmark, democratic and equalitarian, has developed a
public library system that is one of the finest in the world, one that is open to
all citizens. But, Commager notes also that in Denmark, "no one, not even
professors, is permitted in the stacks of the university libraries." He contrasts
this with the prevailing American system which increasingly views the
academic library as community and service oriented. However, Commager
notes, "community" is a broad aRd ambiguous term and the university
library's ftrst duty is to serve the community of learning. To do this, it must
Dr. McDonough is Director of the State Library, Archives and History Division of the New Jersey Department of Education. The article is a revised
version of an address delivered by Dr. McDonough to Library Associates
during the mid-winter meeting in New York City on January 13, 1971.
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"provide materials that embrace the past, present and future, and, above all,
it must embrace the whole field of knowledge, not just those subjects that
momentarily command the interest of the public or of students." As an
example, he notes that "it is far more important that the university library
subscribe to the Proceedings and Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society than that it subscribe to a dozen or more current popular magazines.
Popular magazines can be obtained elsewhere; the proceedings of the
Philosophical Society can wt. The popular magazines deal with ephemera;
the Philosophical Society with those things men of learning think
permanent."
This is the traditionalist view and I suspect that most students would
reject it out of hand. This, of course, is part of the problem. The university
library is supposed to be the conservator of what is best in our civilization
and yet, at the same time, to reflect accurately the intellectual and social
ferment of our time; to be, in a word, relevant. It is quite a challenge, and the
problem is exacerbated by the sheer pressures that are inflicted upon the
library by the element of growth. For example, twenty years ago about ten
thousand titles were published annually in the United States. Today, it is
thirty thousand with about an equal number published in Britain and
Germany, and in Japan, too, for that matter. Add to these journals,
documents, and an incredible number of ephemeral materials, and you have a
considerable mass that is enormously difficult and complicated to manage.
Where it used to cost one dollar to put a book on a shelf, for example, it now
costs somewhere between five and ten dollars, in many cases more than the
cost of the book itself.
All this indicates that the modern university librarian must be an
administrator of great ability if his institution is to survive and prosper. A
large library is an enormously complicated organism and it takes considerable
managerial skill to keep it in control. Therefore, librarians are turning to
automation, including computerization, miniaturization, joint storage and
retrieval, cooperative purchasing and many other similar devices to help meet
the challenges confronting them.
In this connection it is worth noting that the Council on Library
Resources in Washington: a Ford Foundation subsidiary, has recently made a
grant of $130,000 to the Association of Research Libraries and the American
Council on Education for the purpose of establishing an office of university
library management stuay. The news release announcing the grant noted that
"although the proportion of universities' operating budgets allocated to their
libraries is small, perhaps 4 to 5 per cent, the current financial problems of
universities, continued high enrollments, and the increasing amount of
graduate work and research underscore the need for funds allocated to
academic libraries to be used as effectively as possible through strengthening
of management functions. It is contemplated that a number of specialized
studies will be made under grant auspices, including the areas of planning
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systems, management information systems, manpower development, organization alternatives, manual systems and automation, and inter-institutional
cooperation." Many such studies and programs are already going on in various
parts of the country. North Carolina, for example, through its Department of
Higher Education, recently completed a study designed to improve the
bibliographical capabilities of all college and university libraries, whether
private or public, and to facilitate interlibrary cooperation by improved
interlibrary loan and other procedures. New York State has its "Three R's"
program which seeks to improve the reference and research capabilities of the
state's libraries, although not enough funds have been provided as yet to
make the system fully operational. In New Jersey, the Department of Higher
Education is attempting to computerize technical processes of the State
University Library and the six state college libraries through a system known
as Computer Aided Processing and Terminal Access Information Network
(CAPTAIN). This is a sophisticated, fairly ambitious approach which seeks to
computerize all ordering and all cataloging processes for these state-supported
academic libraries. It is an enormously complicated project.
Dan Lacy, vice president of McGraw Hill, had some pertinent things to
say about library automation in a paper prepared for the President's
Commission on Libraries and Information Science:
The most widely discussed potential impact-the transformation of library collections into microform or digital-computer
memories and the use of computer technology for retrieval-will
probably be the least significant and the least likely to occur on a
large scale. Assumptions that such a transformation will occur are
likely to ignore or give insufficient weight to three considerations.
One is that a maj ority of users of most libraries are not seeking
specific information or specific brief passages but rather the
opportunity to read a text at leisure, whenever they choose, in an
attractive and portable format capable of being removed and read
elsewhere, even if the same holdings are also incorporated in an
information storage and retrieval system. This will mean that the
cost of transforming the collections into newer formats is usually
an addition to, rather than a replacement of, other costs, thus
eliminating the economies that might be hoped for.
Another neglected consideration is that the major part of the
task of finding desired documents or facts is now accomplished
by casual visual inspection, by browsing on the part of the user or
the library staff. Any system that makes a collection of
documents inaccessible for this sort of inspection enormously
increases the task of subject analysis, indexing, and bibliographical control necessary for its effective use....
The third consideration is that the principal benefit the typical
user wants from an information retrieval system is not assurance
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that it has identified and included all the documents that may
relate to his interests, but rather assurance that it has excluded all
documents except the minimum necessary to serve his purpose.
The swift and feeble-minded patience of the computer is
perfectly adapted to searching a collection of documents and
identifying all those that have certain pre-designated characteristics, thus assuring the inquirer (if the cataloging has been
thoroughly done) that he knows about everything in the
collection in any way relating to his subject. But this very
undiscriminating thoroughness means that the computer will
dredge up in the process vast quantities of only superficially or
nominally relevant junk. Narrowing the search is achieved by
multiplying the number of descriptors (terms used to define more
precisely the kind of documents sought). Even when this
technique is carried to its maximum practical limits, it is
characteristic of computer-based information retrieval systems
that they tend to overwhelm the inquirer with unusable masses of
repetitious citations to other data. 1
Mechanization is clearly the wave of the future, however, and all of us
are striving mightily to keep up with and to participate to the fullest extent in
these new developments as they come along, including the development of
electronic data banks and all the rest.
Meanwhile, as we await the day of the push-button library, we are
making significant progress on another front through the development of
cooperative library systems. These vary from state to state, but our own New
Jersey plan is typical of many across the country. The state plan ties all of
our 1500-plus libraries together through a three-layer service arrangement
beginning with local school and public libraries, advancing at the second level
to fifteen to twenty-five strong-point area reference libraries strategically
located throughout the state and topped, at the third level, by four research
libraries: Princeton University, Rutgers University, the Newark Public Library
and the State Library. Each of these three levels has its own discrete level of
funding and this is clearly written out in the State Aid Bill which was enacted
four years ago. A reference referral "hot-line" collect telephone in the State
Library handles difficult questions from second-level libraries; those that the
State Library cannot handle are passed on to the other research libraries. In
effect, this collect telephone call service ties the whole thing together and
makes it work.
This reference referral system has been given a tremendous boost in the
past year by the development of the Micro-automated Catalog project known
by its acronym MAC. It was designed to provide cheap tape cartridge copies
1 Douglas M. Knight & E. Shepley Nourse, ed., Libraries at Large, (Bowker Co., 1969).
"Social Change and the Library: 1945-1980" by Dan Lacy, Chapter I.
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of the entire catalog of the State Library for distribution to selected libraries
in various parts of the state. The purpose was to speed up the interlibrary
loan process. Copies of the microform catalog were presented to the
participating libraries along with reader-printers. Each library now can tell in
a few seconds whether a book it needs is in the New Jersey State Library; by
pushing a button the inquiring librarian can get a print-out of the catalog
card, which then becomes a transaction request form. The system is working
beautifully and plans are now being made to carry out a similar project with
the catalog of the Newark Public Library and possibly the catalogs at Rutgers
and Princeton. The total project thus far has cost less than $25,000, which is
very cheap indeed in terms of the results achieved.
In conclusion, I would like to sound a warning about the serious
financial problems which appear to be looming up for our academic libraries
and which have, in many instances, already resulted in serious financial
cutbacks. This trend is nationwide and unless economic trends are reversed
rather drastically, university libraries may experience economic "hard times"
such as they have not encountered for a generation. I am sure that all library
administrators will make every effort to practice economy and to utilize all
the management techniques available in order to run their institutions in the
most efficient manner possible. When the chips are down, however, I think
we must recognize that a modern university library requires substantial
financial support if it is to be an effective tool of learning; thus every effort
must be made to preserve and protect our libraries from the economic
pressures which are now gathering momentum. President Robert F. Goheen
of Princeton University said some interesting and cogent things on this
subject recently and I should like to share them with you:
The library is a particular example of the element of the
University which cannot be maintained adequately without
annual increases in expenditures well in excess of the general
inflationary trend. It is hard to exaggerate the importance of an
excellent library to both students and members of the Faculty,
especially in a university which puts great emphasis upon
independent study by undergraduates and directed research by
graduate students, as well as on faculty scholarship. In the past
twenty years the size of Princeton's library has doubled to over
two million printed books plus extensive collections of manuscripts and other materials·.... The operating costs of the
University's library system have also risen sharply, and we must
clearly devote increased effort to finding supporting funds for its
operations. During the past fiscal year alone, books, periodicals,
binding, and general operating expenses rose nearly 19% to more
than $3 million, exclusive of the costs of operating and
maintaining the physical plant.
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· .. Also, we must resist the temptation to make false
economies-for example, failing to carry out preventative repairs
and maintenance or allowing the quality of the Library to
deteriorate gradually by excessive curtailment of book purchases.
More generally, all of our efforts to reduce expenditures must be
carried out with the understanding that institutional morale is a
delicate thing, is irreplaceable, and, if let slip, cannot soon be
restored. 2
To Dr. Goheen's wise counsel, I can only add a fervent, "Amen."

2 The President's Report, October 1970: The State of the University. Official register of
Princeton University, Vol. LXII, no. 6, Nov. 1, 1970.
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Asa Eastwood and His Diaries,
1806-1870
by Faye Dudden
Asa Eastwood was a moderately successful nineteenth century
American, notable for his hard work, opportunism, determination and
longevity. Born on February 20, 1781 in New Jersey, he was an early settler
in the hamlet of Cicero, N.Y., where he arrived from New York City in 1817.
His varied career included business and farming ventures, salt-making, minor
politicking and office-holding. He died at the age of 89, after seeing his eleven
children grow up and a great deal of American history pass by.
Like so Imany men of his day, Asa Eastwood kept a diary. The four
volumes he filled from 1806 to 1870 delineate nineteenth century customs,
events and patterns of living and are now available for research in the Asa
Eastwood Papers at Syracuse University, along with small amounts of his
correspondence and legal records. Eastwood was alert to events of historical
importance, and episodes such as the 1807 New York-to-Albany voyage of
Fulton's Clermont or John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859 did not
escape mention in his diaries. Yet his entries are perhaps less significant for
the passing historical scene than for the portrait they provide of Eastwood,
typically a man of his time. His struggle to make a living and to achieve
finally some measure of success is a story shaped by politics, the weather, his
health, family needs and capabilities, hard work and plain luck.
Eastwood's first diary begins in the bustling world of New York City, in
the years before he moved to Onondaga County. He had married Mary
Doxsey in 1801 and by 1806, when the diaries begin, he had three children.
In the thick of the fight to make a living, Eastwood apparently had little time
to write, for there are only one or two entries per month. A selection from
his diary in those years is typical in its reflection of Eastwood's interest in the
news as well as of his changing business undertakings. The spelling and
grammar of Eastwood's original entries have been retained and editorial
insertions are indicated by brackets.
Miss Dudden, a graduate of Cornell University, is a manuscripts
processor in the Manuscripts Department of the Library. She has a"anged
and described the Asa Eastwood Papers for research use.
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May 1st [1812]
took an Inventory of my Property etc and found myself
worth about $2128
I Moved from 22 fletcher St to 18 Same St
our Hat Store was opened this Day at No 144 Front St
under the firm of Leary & Eastwood
[May] 19th
this Day the funeral Proses,sion George Clinton the Vice
President took Place in N. York
[June] 20th
this Morning the News arrived from Washington that war
was Declared against Great Britton on the 18th inst the
Votes in the Senate were 13 to 19
A Man was taned at the Navy Yard. he belonged to the
Navy of which he spoke Disrespectable.
1812 July 4th
this Day the Embargo Expires
Several American Privateers Sails on a Cruise for the first
time from this port
[July] 22nd
Wars alarm Still rings from Pole to Pole and is a Death like
Voice to Almost Every Soul
[July] 25th
Cleard this Day $27 for Cost as Constable
In a retrospective entry Eastwood mentions having gone to sea at the
age of nineteen:
In the year 1800 During the war with France I Shiped on Board
the united States frigate Constellation, in company with my
Brother John [,] Alexander Murray Commander, and returned in
the summer of 1801.
Returning from a year aboard the frigate, he began digging clams for a
living. It proved to be less than remunerative:
I barely kept even with the World, not making much by claming.
I concluded to try something else. I went to Buying and selling
things in market, and towards the close of. the Watermellion
season I procured a small boat and went ten miles to harlem River
where I found a patch of watermellons in good condition. I
purchased them at a low price took them to New York and in ten
days I Cleared thirty dollars.
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Eastwood then drove a horse and cart around New York, peddling fresh
produce and seafood door-to-door. This venture apparently led him to
shop-keeping, and at various times over the years before 1817 he operated a
grocery, a hat shop and a bakery. Eastwood's enterprising interests led him
into speculation once or twice, including a disastrous attempt to cash in on
the high prices during the War of 1812:
1813 Dec 24
Myself and James Leary Bot four thousand Dollars worth
of Sugar at $35 pr 100 lb
[Dec] 26
News arrived this Day from our Ministers at Ghent that
Peace Between the U. S. and Great Briton was Like to take
Place on which News froren [foreign] Goods fell about
forty Per Cent
1814 Feb 18th
Myself & Leary Sold our Sugar which Cost on the 24th of
Dec $4000 Last this Day at auction on which we Lost
$1850
During this period Eastwood also served as constable and later as marshal in
his ward, positions which brought him a steady return and apparently
propped up some of his fledgling businesses. Those posts were filled by
appointment, and Eastwood's selection almost certainly represented his
successful cultivation of political connections. At the same time, his diary
entries begin to contain careful notes on the local election returns.
In 1809 he joined the Tammany Society, a fraternal order which dated
from Revolutionary days. The society had built a meeting place known as
Tammany Hall, and in those days the General Committee of the DemocraticRepublicans in New York leased the Long Room in the building as a regular
meeting hall from the Society's ruling body, a council of thirteen officers
called "sachems." The name "Tammany Hall" thus popularly referred to the
ruling clique of the Democrats who met there. Although membership in the
Tammany Society was highly prized by ambitious Democrats because many
party leaders were also Tammany "braves," not every brother was a politician
or even a Democrat. Only in cases of intraparty feuding did the Society have
a distinctly political role. At such times, the Council of Sachems' decision as
to which rival faction would be allowed to lease the rooms was tantamount to
a mantle of legitimacy for the group chosen. l Eastwood's membership in the
order, taken together with his political appointments, indicates his party
loyalties and ambitions. Probably Eastwood was one of the smallest fish in
1 Jerome Mushkat, Tammany, .the Evolution ofa Political Machine, 1789-1865, Syracuse
University Press, 1971. The bibliographical essay (pp. 383407) by Professor Mushkat is
valuable for further study on Tammany.
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the large pond of the New York Democratic political spoils system, but his
connections with it enabled him to accumulate a substantial sum of money.
Eastwood might have contemplated a promising future in New York
but in 1817 he bought the farm in Cicero. The diaries offer no reason for the
move. Perhaps it was a question of security for a man with his family
responsibilities, for by then his ever-growing brood had reached a total of
eight children. Certainly it seems to have been a half-hearted move, as he
spent substantial periods of the next few years, until about 1825, back in
New York, leaving his in-laws and children to maintain the farm.
Eastwood's frequent returns to the city give evidence, even as reflected
in his laconic notations, of his ability to seize an opportunity or create one.
In April of 1822 he went from Cicero to New York, and on May 2 he wrote:
I was Elected Constable of the 2nd Ward and Sworn into office,
but the Election was Contested, and after my Serveing two weeks
it was Set aside by the Corporation on account of my be [ing]
Ineligible not haveing Lived in the City 6 Month immediately
preseding the Election, and a new Election was ordered on the
11th and 12th of June, the Corporation Presented me with the
freedom of the City so I might run. 2 I did so & Lost it.
Why Eastwood ran if ineligible, how he managed to win the first election and
lose the second, and why he should have received such a favor as the
"freedom of the city" from the Corporation-all these questions remain
unanswered. Clearly, he was still able to attach himself with advantage to a
political patronage system in New York in. which his name had not been
quickly forgotten. On the day after his arrival in 1823 from a stay in Cicero
he was appointed marshal and this time, not having to face the voters,
Eastwood kept the job. He wrote of that appointment:
Cicero March 4th 1823
this day I started fro New York where I arrived on the 9th
inst
New York March 10th
This day I was appointed to the office of Marshal by
Stephen Allen Esq Mayor of the City of New York. I
boarded with Jacob Hunter No 160 front St. I commenced
in my office but found business very dull. May 1st I went
to board at Tammany Hall ... and continued theire until
Nov 5th when I started for home to see my family etc
When I arrived on the 9 Nov found all well and things in
excellent order. during my Residence in New York I made

:2

The Corporation was the city legislature, also. known as the Common Council.
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Clear of all Expenses only about $175-by my office, times
in New York have changed very much for the worse in all
kinds of business.
At one point in 1824 Eastwood took a trip to Virginia:
I left Cicero again on the 3rd of Dec 1823 for New York
where I arrived on the 7th Inst and took board as before at
Tammany Hall where I remained untill the 25 May 1824
when I Started for Folly landing in virginia and arrived on
the 27th inst after a pleasant passage of 47 hours in the
Schooner George Capt Petter. I remained in virginia
collecting monies untill the 30 June.
From whom or for whom he collected, Eastwood does not say, but he
pocketed a handsome 25 percent plus expenses on that trip. Thus he kept a
bit of cash in his pockets. At the same time, his stock in the Tammany
Society was rising:
The 13th of May 1823 I was Elected Sagamore of the Tammany
or Columbian Order at there Great Wigwam in the City of New
York. And on the 13th of May 1824 I was elected one of the
Sachems of the Same Society.
Meanwhile, the seasons were passing in Cicero, and his farm, in the
hands of relatives, was prospering. About the year 1825 Eastwood's diary
entries begin to turn away from his venturesome, New York-oriented
existence toward his crops, the weather and other preoccupations of upstate
life. He was active as a Mason and was a senior warden of Cicero Benevolent
Lodge no. 330. He was beginning to find outlets for his political energies in
this rural setting, as he became Cicero Justice of the Peace and was elected
county delegate to the New York State Constitutional Convention of 1822.
Of the convention Eastwood wrote:
[1821 June] 28th
This Day the Convention Met at the Capital in the City of
Albany and Commenced Business by Chooseing by an
Election Daniel D. Tompkins Vice President of the U. S.
President. the Convention continued in Session 75 Days
and after almost New Modeling the Constitution they
finally adjourned on th~ 10th of Nov when I went to New
York and returned here on the 1st Day of 'Dec. the Pay of
the Delegates were $3 Per Day
Despite his proven ability to turn political advantage to private profit,
Eastwood apparently showed himself worthy of the public's trust, for he
became his district's representative to the New York State Assembly in 1832
and held many minor positions in the county as well.
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A page from September 1851 entries in the diaries of Asa Eastwood, showing his
account of the "Jerry Rescue" on September 30. From the Asa Eastwood Papers,
George Arents Research Library.
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Eastwood's perennial business ambitions had been frustrated in Cicero
initially, since a grocery partnership, Hale & Eastwood, had been a resounding
failure, ending in 1820 with a sheriffs sale for debt. But he kept on trying.
He entered a partnership for a grocery with John Sniffen in late 1824,
dissolving it the following spring, and he built a salt-works in the nearby town
of Salina in 1825, which enjoyed some prosperity..In 1836 he opened a store
in Cicero Corners in a partnership with his son Elisha, but he sold out in 1840
with this assessment of the venture:
During the time I kept Store at Cicero Corners I· made but little
not exceed $500, besides I had a goodeal of trouble and vexation
to get along and meet payments. During the same time my Sons
B. & J. Eastwood worked my Farm on Shares, except the first
year I had it worked, the Seasons for Farming with me have been
very unfavorable for the four years of the time since I left my
Farm from 1835 to 1839 (nearly both years included) cattle
Grain Pork etc was Very high but I had none to Sell, in 1840 a
fall in Cattle Grain etc tooke place, at this time I sold Some
Cattle and Grain, but at a low rate, So on the whole for the last
five years I made but little more on my Farm than to pay the
expenses of the Same. Thus five years more of hard Struggle has
been added to my Life with but little gain, During which time my
health and that of my family has generally been very good.
Eastwood here 'sounds weary, his determination turned to resignation by bad
years for crops and equally disappointing times for business during the
monetary crisis of the late 1830's.
The year 1840 marked a turning point: Eastwood had made his last
major effort in business. Though his business success had been limited, he had
by this time accumulated a modest amount of ready cash and he began to
make occasional small investments in land and livestock. His position was
assured by his well-established farm and his children, many of whom were
full-grown. Thus there began for Eastwood a slowing of the pace of life. For
the first time he had sufficient economic security to allow him time for
concerns other than the hard struggle to make a living.
In place of the recurrent calculations of financial worth that dot the
diary pages of his youth, Eastwood's notations for the 1840's, 50's and 60's
are more apt to contain reflective ~omments on the beauty of the land, the
death of a neighbor, or his care for the members of his family. One such entry
reads:
7 Oct 1865
Maple Tree about 12 years ago my wife found near the
fence in the front dooryard a little maple as big as a pipe
stem 5 inches high and very crooked. She cleared the grass
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etc from around it sence which time it has been properly
cared for it is now over ten feet high with a perfect straight
nice body and bids fair to make a fine shade tree. I prise it
the more from its being discovered by one whom I
loved ...
He also became concerned with national issues of the day, and wrote about
the presidential campaign of John C. Fremont, the advent of plank roads, and
a Republican group called the Wideawakes. Here is Eastwood's account of a
famous episode in Syracuse history known as the "Jerry Rescue":
[1851 Oct]
The first day we' went out a slave was arrested at Salina
about noon, the Bells were all tolling. the slave got away in
the day time but was taken back. a large mob was round
the Building during the afternoon and at 1/2 past 8 at
night, they rushed through the outer door and plank
petition [partition], resqued the slave and sent him to
Canna, all was done in 3 minutes.
Because of the Democratic position on the extension of slavery, Eastwood
turned in his buck's tail, symbol of Tammany membership, in 1860.
The decades of Eastwood's old age fill many diary pages because the
entries are longer and they flow smoothly, marked by a tranquility never
attained in the earlier years of his struggle to survive. A typical page reads:
1863 10 Sept
John Eastwood has finnished his splendid dwelling house in
the first ward of Syracuse its an elegant substanciel Building
of Brick it cost about $4000, he was going to Build it in 2
month But it took one year before it was finished
J. R. Cook Esq. leaves here Bag & Bagage for the west,
expecting never to see this Town again, he was an old
Resident of this Town & Vicinity
Nelson took to Syracuse 400 lb of Butter Sold 21 c.
[Sept] 16
Cranburies. Yesterday Saml [and] Nelson and families, also
N. Whiting, O. Whiting their Families and others went to
the Cicero Swamp cranbeying, they are very plenty they
10 or 12 Quarts each fine day tp 82
[Sept] 17
Picknick. a very large school Picknick came to day from
Manlius & Sullivan in about 40 carriges, they went to the
Island in the large Steam Boat, Partook of their refreshments, then returned on Board & Steamed round Both
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Islands & landed. I went with them. fine weather, light
wind.
Ironically, he was freed from the exhausting effort to make a living only to
confront a more disheartening circumstance. All of Eastwood's friends and
many of his family died before him, and he began to feel himself alone in the
face of death. Like many of the American pioneers, he took comfort in his
assured anticipation of a better life to come. His last entry reads:
1870 Feb 20
I am 89 to day never been confined to the House with
Sickness a day in my life but for 3 month past I have failed
more than in several years before. I am on the downhill of
life I am prepared for the event, I have seen trouble enough
in this World and feel quite sure of Better fare in the next.
Five days later Asa Eastwood died.
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Open ./or Research . ..

Notes on Collections

The letters of Sir Richard Francis Burton (1821-1890), with two
article-essays and two book reviews, have been prepared for research use in
the George Arents Research Library. In 1842, the British explorer and
Orientalist traveled to India, where he began his lifelong study of Eastern
languages, societies and customs. He continued to travel through the
following years, experiencing many adventures including his journey to Mecca
in disguise, made famous by his Pilgrimage to Medinah and Mecca, published
in 1893. During the 1850's Sir Richard explored the interior of Somali and
traveled to the sources of the Nile. He also served as consul under the British
foreign service in Fernando Po, Brazil, Damascus and Trieste. In his later
years he wrote many travel books and translated Eastern works.
The papers in the Burton collection date from 1855 to 1891. A few
relate to Lady Isabel Burton (1831-1896), the former Isabel Arundel, who
married Sir Richard in 1861 and shared many of his travels and scholarly
pursuits.
Alice Mary Norton has been a librarian in Cleveland, Ohio, and was
editor of the Gnome Press at Hicksville, Long Island, from 1950 to 1958. She
also has been a free-lance writer since 1950 and is best known as a science
fiction author, writing under the pseudonyms of Andre Norton and Andrew
North. More than 49 of Miss Norton's books have been published since 1934
and her work has been translated into eight languages. The Andre Norton
Papers in the Manuscripts Department of the Library consist for the most
part of eleven works of science fiction, including Moon of Three Rings, 1966,
and The Zero Stone~ 1967, both translated into German in 1969. A small
amount of correspondence, four of Miss Norton's printed books and a
number of "fanzines" complete the collection.
The papers of John G. Neihardt (1893), American poet, have
been acquired on microfilm by the Library. Dr. Neihardt was designated Poet
Laureate of Nebraska by legislative resolution in June, 1921, and was
honored on April 21 of this year at ceremonies in the Legislative Chamber of
the Nebraska State Capitol on the occasion of his fiftieth anniversary as
Laureate, a title he has held throughout the intervening years. The papers
comprise manuscripts, general and family correspondence, book reviews,
notes and references, photographs, published works, newspaper clippings and
miscellaneous items.
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The papers of Asa Eastwood (1781-1870) cover the years 1804 to 1872
and include the diaries described by Miss Faye Dudden elsewhere in this issue
of The Courier. In addition to the diaries, written mainly in Cicero, New
York and New York City, the papers include correspondence, legal records
and genealogical material.
Three collections relating to education also have been arranged and
described recently and are now available for study. The papers, 1915-1962, of
Bernard Webster Reed (1916-1962) include correspondence, 1955-1962,
dissertation material and a subject file. Reed was active in the Association of
University Evening Colleges (AUEC) beginning in 1954 and for four years
prior to his death served as editor of the A UEC Newsletter. His files are rich
in materials relating to the AVEC, its history being the subject of his
dissertation.
The National Association of Public School Adult Educators Papers,
1934-1964, include material dealing with adult education projects in 27
states, workshops and leadership laboratories, and with affIliates of the
National Education Association, of which the National Association of Public
School Adult Educators is a department.
The University Council on Education for Public Responsibility
(UCEPR) was founded in 1962 by administrators of ten universities to
facilitate inter-university cooperation in education for public responsibility
and more responsible citizenship. The Council's papers, 1961-1964, were
given to the University in February 1971. They include correspondence,
organization records and records of member universities' programs for public
responsibility.
Recent acquisitions of the Library in the Rare Book Department
include:
Boyle, Robert, A Free Discourse Against Customary Swearing. And a
Dissuasive From Cursing. London: For Thomas Cocherill, 1695. The edition
quoted by Todd.
Charles I, King of England, A Large Declaration Concerning the Late

Tumults in Scotland, from Their first originals: Together with a Particular
Deduction Of the Prime Leaders of the Covenanters, Collected out of Their
Owne foule Acts and Writings ... By the King. London: Robert Young,
1639.
Darwin, Charles, Geological Observations on the Volcanic Islands,
Visited During the Voyage of H. M S. Beagle, Together with Some Brief
Notices on the Geology of Austra1ia and the Cape of Good Hope. London:
Smith, Elder and Co., 1844.
Coppard, A. E., Count Stefan. Illustrated by Robert Gibbings. Waltham
Saint Lawrence: Golden Cockerel Press, 1928. No. 87 of 250 copies for sale
in the United States, autographed by the author and the illustrator.
Kelly, Robert, Statement. Los Angeles: Black Sparrow Press, 1968.
First edition, autographed by the author.
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Powys, Llewelyn, A Pagan's Pilgrimage. Longmans Green and Co.,
1931. First edition.
Powys, T. F., Kindness in a Comer. London: Chatto and Windus, 1930.
First edition.
Powys, T. F., The White Paternoster and Other Stories. London: Chatto
and Windus, 1930. First edition.
Longnon, Jean, ed., The Tres Riches Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry.
New York: George Braziller, 1969.
Patmore, Derek, D. H. Lawrence &' The Dominant Male. London: The
Covent Garden Press, 1970. No. 78 of 100 copies numbered and signed by
the author.
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News of the Library and Library
Associates
Dr. Howard L. Applegate, formerly Executive Secretary of library
Associates, has resigned his position as Assistant Director of libraries for
Special Collections and Development and Director of the George Arents
Research Library and has accepted a position as Director of the Balch
Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr. Applegate and his family left for
Philadelphia at the end of August. Mr. Warren N. Boes, Director of Libraries
at Syracuse University, will carry the responsibilities of the Executive
Secretary.
The new Bird Library at Syracuse was "topped off' in August. Two
groups of about twenty staff members each have toured the building and
more tours for other members of the staff are planned. As a result of the
tours, librarians are better able to form a concept of where and how they will
be situated in the new building, and a general feeling of excitement and
enthusiasm for the new prospects is generated. Contracts for moving into the
Bird Library have been let and the moving date has been set tentatively for
June 1972.
Plans of the Library Associates Program Committee for activities in the
Syracuse area during 1971-1972 include a series of events on Fridays and
Sundays from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m., for the purpose of introducing nonmembers to Library Associates and inviting them to join its membership.
Invitations will go to a different group of potential members for each
occasion. The still tentative schedule for the series follows:
Friday, October 22, 1971, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. Howland
Auchincloss, 931 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse. Mr. Richard G. Case
of the Syracuse Herald Journal will speak on "Chester GilletteBackground of An American Tragedy."
Sunday, December 5, 1971, at May Memorial Church, 3700 East
Genesee Street, Syracuse. Mrs. Frank Stepanek, Associate Professor
in the School of Journalism, will speak on "Samuel May and His
Era."
Sunday, January 30, 1972, at Syracuse University Audio Archives,
1009 East Water Street, Syracuse. Mr. Walter Welch, Director of the
Audio Archives, will speak on "The Thomas Alva Edison Rerecording Laboratory."
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Sunday, February 27, 1972, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren N.
Boes, 124 Circle Road, Syracuse. Mrs. Arpena Mesrobian, Associate
Director and Editor of Syracuse University Press, will speak on
"Syracuse University Press."
Sunday, March 26, 1972, at a location to be announced. Dr. David
Tatham, Dean of Student Services and Activities, will speak on
"Winslow Homer."
Friday, May 5, 1972, at a location to be announced. Miss Ruth
Salisbury, Rare Book Librarian, will speak on a topic to be
announced.
Other dates of importance for Library Associates include:
October 22, 1971.
Fall meeting of the Board of Trustees; luncheon.
May 5,1972.
Spring meeting of the Board of Trustees; annual meeting of Library
Associates; luncheon.
May, 1972.
Tentative plans for a Library Associates trip to Rochester, New York
are under consideration for some time in May.
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